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Abstract. Fire poses a significant threat to daily life, causing both economic and social harm. To
mitigate these damages, early detection of fire and smoke is crucial, and this paper introduces a model
employing vision-based techniques. The proposed model utilizes image processing and convolutional
neural networks to detect fire and smoke, providing insights into their intensity and any changes in a
video. The model comprises two units for fire and smoke detection, each employing image preprocessing
techniques, including rule-based color detection and motion detection, along with CNN. The calculated
percentages of fire and smoke in the processed images offer detailed information about the severity of
the hazards in a specific area. The model detects whether the intensity of fire and smoke is increasing,
decreasing or constant.
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1 Introduction

Fire, as a hazardous natural occurrence, poses signif-
icant risks to daily life, potentially resulting in ca-
sualties, economic setbacks, and environmental harm.
Consequently, there is a growing emphasis on fire and
smoke warning systems. Over the years, various detec-
tion systems relying on sensors have been developed.
However, the considerable distance between the sensor
and the fire source, particularly in outdoor settings, of-
ten leads to substantial delays in detecting fire or smoke
events. In contrast, vision-based fire and smoke detec-
tors offer several advantages, including rapid response,
extensive coverage, and the visualization of alarm infor-
mation. Given the widespread use of video surveillance
systems, vision-based detectors are increasingly recog-

nized as a promising technology for automated fire de-
tection.

Traditional vision-based fire and smoke detection
methods that are based on various colour spaces, spa-
tial and motion features, have been widely investi-
gated. However, feature engineering relies on profes-
sional knowledge, and threshold parameters need to be
manually adjusted through experiments. Furthermore,
the handcrafted features are the shallow features of the
flame. It is extremely challenging to detect fires or
smoke because of the complex fire and smoke types and
scenes as well as interference events in practical appli-
cation.

Deep learning, a widely adopted data-driven learn-
ing approach, has proven successful across various do-
mains [2, 1, 33, 11, 31, 10, 32], including classifi-
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cation, object detection, and semantic segmentation
[35, 30, 12, 13, 27]. In recent times, there has been
a shift in focus among researchers towards employ-
ing convolutional neural networks (CNN) for extract-
ing features related to fire and smoke. In contrast to
traditional methods, CNN-based approaches eliminate
the need for manually crafted features, instead learning
deep features from extensive datasets of fire and smoke.
This transition has led to a substantial enhancement in
the accuracy of detection using CNN-based methods.
Furthermore, these methods contribute to improved en-
vironmental robustness, particularly in challenging and
uncertain practical settings.

Although the performance of the CNN-based meth-
ods has been greatly improved than traditional methods,
there are still some problems. Current methods based
on deep learning mostly considered fire and smoke de-
tection as a classification task, which classifies the en-
tire image into fire or non-fire. Sometimes, these meth-
ods generate false alarms caused by the interference of
fire-like objects due to the complexity of the real envi-
ronment.

In this paper, we propose a fire and smoke detection
model which detects fire and smoke in a given video and
also reports the real-time percentage levels of fire and
smoke. The model consists of 2 modules i.e fire detec-
tion and smoke detection which work in parallel. The
fire and smoke detection module consists of image pro-
cessing techniques such as motion detection and rule-
based colour-detection along with CNN for efficient fire
and smoke detection.

The main contributions of this paper are as follows:

• A Multimodal fire and smoke detection frame-
work is designed to integrate two different mod-
els (Fire detection and smoke detection), which
are designed on the basis of fire video dataset and
smoke video dataset, respectively.

• The real-time percentage levels of fire and smoke
in real-time are shown accurately and efficiently

• The model identifies the real-time intensities of
fire and smoke and categorizes fire and smoke as
either escalating, diminishing, or remaining con-
stant.

• Fire and smoke detection model is designed by in-
tegrating motion detection, rule-based colour de-
tection and CNN for efficient fire and smoke de-
tection

2 Related Works

Early fire detection methods usually describe fire re-
gions based on manual designed features. Concretely,
Borges et al. [5] integrated image colour information
and Bayesian Classifier for fire recognition. Another
approach proposed by Foggia et al. [14] considers fire
colour, shape, and motion features comprehensively,
but tiny fire could hardly be identified. With the de-
velopment of deep learning, CNN has brought notable
improvements in wild-fire detection. Barmpoutis et al.
[3] identified fire regions by modifying Faster R-CNN
[29], and wildfire are detected based on the locality cri-
terion on manifold. Recently, a branch of latest studies
extensively employs YOLO series to fire detection. Ini-
tially, Li et al. [21] compared fire detection results by
Faster R-CNN, RFCN, SSD and YOLO v3, and con-
cluded that YOLO v3 achieves the most satisfactory
performance. Moreover, Zhang et al. [38] combined
multi-scale output mechanism and channel-wise atten-
tion with YOLO v3 [28] to increase network generaliza-
tion, Huang et al. [17] improved regression box loss in
YOLO v4 [4] to enhance small-scale fire detection re-
sults. However, computational cost of YOLO series is
generally higher than other advanced light-weight net-
works (MobileNet series, ShuffleNet series, etc.) for
classification due to challenging object detection task.

Recently, many scholars have paid attention to fire
detection in video surveillance. Matukhina et al. [22]
firstly utilized Gaussian mixture model to detect mov-
ing regions, and identify fire through RGB colour anal-
ysis. Muhammad et al. [23] developed a CNN based
fire detection framework that applies dynamic channel
selection to fire detection on house, forest and vehi-
cle. Then, considering of reducing computational cost
for real-world video surveillance. Muhammad et al.
[24] introduce a SqueezeNet [18] based architecture for
fire video detection, which can better balance the ef-
ficiency and accuracy. In [25] and [26], two video-
based fire detection networks are proposed by modify-
ing Inception-V4 [36] and MobileNet [34]. In general,
although light-weight network is considered efficient in
real-world video surveillance system, it will cause false
alarm to a certain extent.

Chen et al. [8] utilized a color model to identify
fire and smoke pixels, extracting dynamic measures of
growth and disorder for verification. However, the al-
gorithm’s false detection rate becomes notably high in
scenes with fire-colored moving objects. Genovese [20]
et al. proposed a smoke detection method based on
computational intelligence techniques, focusing on fea-
tures such as movement, color, and the edge of smoke.
Yu et al. [9] proposed a video smoke detection method
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using color and motion features, but it faces challenges
in achieving real-time detection rates due to computa-
tionally expensive optical flow.

Smoke detection systems employing machine vision
techniques to categorize frame sequences primarily rely
on static information extracted from individual frames.
These systems either incorporate dynamic characteris-
tics of smoke or use features such as texture, shape,
color, and movement, as seen in [6]. However, this cat-
egory of algorithms may yield unsatisfactory outcomes
when there is a minimal chromatic difference between
the background and smoke pixels, potentially resulting
in an excessive number of false alarms, rendering the
system impractical. Consequently, in [37], the issue of
background estimation and segmentation is directly ad-
dressed.

Emerging deep learning approaches can automate
the feature extraction process, enhancing effectiveness
in image classification and object detection [19]. Ad-
ditionally, optimization techniques and model approx-
imations can be applied to enable the deployment of
medium-sized models on low-performance embedded
devices, facilitating the system’s use across diverse do-
mains. Several deep learning models, including R-
CNN, YOLO, and SSD networks, have been suggested
for fire and smoke detection. Despite the potential for
higher accuracy, deep learning methods are often more
intricate than traditional algorithms and may not be suit-
able for low-memory embedded devices.

3 Methodology

3.1 Overall Architecture

The objective is to recognize fire or smoke, determine
their respective percentages, and classify the direction
of change in a given input video. Our methodology
comprises two modules: a smoke detection module and
a fire detection module. Initially, the video is converted
into frames and these frames are sent to the smoke de-
tection module, as well as the fire detection module in
parallel. Each module provides outputs indicating the
presence or absence of fire and smoke, along with the
corresponding percentage.

3.2 Fire Detection Module

We propose a 3-stage fire detection framework. In the
first stage, the motion feature of the flame is utilized.
Pixel movements are detected by comparing consecu-
tive frames, and the detected moving pixels are labeled.
In the second stage, various image processing tech-
niques, including HSV (Hue Saturation Value), YCbCr
(Y: Luminance, Cb: Chroma (blue minus luma), Cr:

Chroma (red minus luma)) filters, are employed to iden-
tify the flame. The resulting flame image is extracted
from the filtered image. In the third stage, the pres-
ence of fire is determined across the entire image using
a CNN algorithm. Figure 1 depicts the proposed fire
detection model.

Figure 1: Proposed Fire Detection Model

3.2.1 Motion Detection

One of the swiftest and uncomplicated techniques for
detecting motion in video images involves comparing
two frames. This method entails examining pixels in the
previous and subsequent frames of the video, marking
those that exhibit variance. If the disparity is equal to
or exceeds 30, the pixel is classified as being in motion.
This approach effectively identifies the mobility of fire
in the video. Algorithm 1 depicts the approach used for
motion detection.

3.2.2 Image Processing

In computer vision applications, the human vision
mechanism is imitated. At this stage of the fire detec-
tion framework, various HSV and YCbCr filters were
applied to detect the fire on the images. Algorithm 2
depicts the steps carried out for performing the segmen-
tation of fire.

HSV Filter : Video frames are converted from BGR
to HSV colour space. The hue is commonly called color
(mainly red, yellow, green, cyan, blue or magenta). Sat-
uration refers to the intensity of the color between gray
(low saturation or unsaturation) and pure color (high
saturation). The value corresponds to the brightness of
the color, between black (low value) and average satu-
ration (maximum value). After conversion to the HSV
scale we use thresholds to decide the range of pixel val-
ues that should be classified as flame pixels. Based on
the thresholds, segmentation is performed to separate
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Algorithm 1 Motion Detection Algorithmm for Fire
Detection Model

Input : Current frame (C) and previous frame
(P ) of video

Output : Thresholded image (TI) after motion
detection

1: procedure DETECTMOTION
2: convert C to grayscale
3: convert P to grayscale
4: for each (row, col) in greyCurr do
5: calculate difference =
|greyCurr[row][col]− greyPrev[row][col]|

6: if difference > threshold then
7: TI[row][col] = 255
8: else
9: TI[row][col] = 0

10: end if
11: end for
12: for k ← 1 to 5 do
13: run dilate() on TI
14: end for
15: end procedure

the flame pixels from the non-flame pixels.

PixelV alue =


(255, 255, 255) if 0 ≤ h ≤ 60 and

50 ≤ s ≤ 255 and
100 ≤ v ≤ 255

(0, 0, 0) otherwise

YCbCr Filter : Next, we convert the original frame
to the YCbCr scale. Y represents the brightness (luma),
Cb represents the blue minus luma (B-Y) and Cr repre-
sents the red minus luma (R-Y). After conversion to the
YCbCr scale, different filters are applied to segment the
flame pixels from the non-flame pixels.

PixelV alue =



(255, 255, 255) if y ≥ Cb and
Cr ≥ Cb and
|Cr − Cb| ≥ 20

and Cb ≤ 120 and
Cr ≥ 140

(0, 0, 0) otherwise

3.3 Smoke Detection Module

We propose a 3-stage smoke detection framework. In
the first stage, motion detection is done using Kalman
filters which are used to identify the foreground pixels
with change in time. In the second stage, various im-
age processing techniques, including HSV (Hue Satu-

Algorithm 2 Segmentation Algorithmm for Fire Detec-
tion Model

Input : Current frame (C) of video
Output : Thresholded image (TI) after segmen-

tation
1: procedure PERFORMSEGMENTATION
2: convert C to hsv and store in h
3: createmask for h based on light orange to dark

orange thresholds
4: hsvImage = (h) bitwise and (mask)
5: for each (row, col) in hsvImage do
6: if hsvImage[row][col] > threshold then
7: hsvImage[row][col] = 255
8: else
9: hsvImage[row][col] = 0

10: end if
11: end for
12: convert C to Y CbCr and store in y
13: for each (row, col) in y do
14: if y[row][col] in threshold range then
15: y[row][col] = 255
16: else
17: y[row][col] = 0
18: end if
19: end for
20: for each (row, col) in (C) do
21: if hsvImage[row][col] == 255 and

y[row[col] == 255 then
22: TI[row][col] = 255
23: else
24: TI[row][col] = 0
25: end if
26: end for
27: end procedure
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ration Value), RGB(Red Green Blue), are employed to
identify the smoke. The resulting images from the two
detection methods are combined and passed through a
denoising filter to reduce noise in the final image. It is
then overlayed on the original image which is passed to
the CNN for prediction. The proposed smoke detection
model is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Proposed Smoke Detection Model

3.3.1 Motion Detection

The proposed motion detection algorithm for smoke is
similar to the one in [15]. The Kalman filter is used to
estimate movement within a series of frames. The mo-
tion detection algorithm detects groups of pixels that
change their value over time. We allow the value of the
pixel to evolve in time following a linear model. We use
the Kalman filter to predict the expected value of a pixel
based on its previous state history. If the difference be-
tween the predicted value and the actual value is larger
than a threshold, a movement is detected and the pixel
is marked accordingly. Motion detection approach for
smoke is shown in Algorithm 3.

Algorithm 3 Motion Detection Algorithmm for Smoke
Detection Model

Input : Current frame (C) and previous frame
(P ) of video

Output : Thresholded image (TI) after motion
detection

1: procedure SMOKEMOTIONDETECTION
2: calculate backgroundIMg from P
3: find estimatedBgImg for C
4: calculate |foregroundImg = C −
estimatedBgImg|

5: apply thresholdFunc() to foregroundImg
6: store thresholded image in TI
7: end procedure

The background prediction is given by Eq. 1, where
B̃Gk is the background prediction of the current frame

C, B̂Gk−1 is the background estimation at the previous
frame P , and α = A/(1− β) is a weighting coefficient
for the previous state of the pixel. We allow α to be
dependent on the camera frame rate with the relation
β = 1/(1 + τβ · fr), where fr is the frame rate in FPS
of the processed video and τβ is a time constant set to
10s, and A is a constant set to 0.618.[

B̃Gk
˙̃

BGk

]
=

[
1 α
0 α

]
·

[
B̂Gk−1

˙̂
BGk−1

]
(1)

The background estimation B̂Gk of the frame I is
obtained from Eq. 2, where B̃Gk in Eq. 1, and K1 and
K2 are defined in Eq. 3.

[
B̂Gk

˙̂
BGk

]
=

[
B̃Gk

˙̃
BGk

]
+

[
K1

K2

]
(I−

[
1 0

]
·

[
B̃Gk

˙̃
BGk

]
) (2)

K1 = K2 = Λ · FGk + β · (1− FGk) (3)

FGk = |C − B̃Gk−1| (4)

FGk ≥ THRforeg (5)

In the initialization phase, we set B̃Gk equal to ini-

tial frame C and ˙̃
BGk equal to zero. This initialization

is done only when the first frame is received. Accord-
ing to Eq. 5, we select the pixel of the foreground FGk
if their value is higher than the threshold THRforeg .
In the above equations, FGk is the foreground of the
frame C, Λ = 1/(1 + τα · fr), where τα is a time con-
stant set to 16 s. The empirical threshold THRforeg is
set to 0.08.

3.3.2 Image Processing

In computer vision applications, the human vision
mechanism is imitated. At this stage of the fire detec-
tion framework, various RGB and HSV filters were ap-
plied to detect the smoke on the images. The image seg-
mentation algorithm for smoke is stated in Algorithm 4

RGB Filter: Video frames are captured in the BGR
format and then converted into the RGB colour model.
It is a standard colour model where R stands for Red, G
stand for Green and B stands for Blue. RGB values vary
from 0-255 and represent the various values of the pixel
in 3 different channels. For classifying an image as a
smoke or not smoke one, we consider the difference in
the intensities of the various colour channels and com-
pare them to a global threshold.
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Algorithm 4 Segmentation Algorithmm for Smoke De-
tection Model

Input : Current frame (C) of video
Output : Thresholded image (TI) after segmen-

tation
1: procedure PERFORMSEGMENTATION
2: apply threshold to saturation channel in h
3: store thresholded image in hsvImage
4: for each (row, col) in hsvImage do
5: if hsvImage[row][col] > threshold then
6: hsvImage[row][col] = 255
7: else
8: hsvImage[row][col] = 0
9: end if

10: end for
11: for each pixel in C do
12: Calculate the differences |R−G|, |G−B|,
|B −R|

13: if any difference > threshold then
14: pixel = 255
15: else
16: pixel = 0
17: end if
18: end for
19: store thresholded image in rgbImage
20: segmentedImg = hsvImage ∧ rgbImage
21: end procedure

PixelV alue =


(255, 255, 255) if |R−G| ≤ 10 and

|G−B| ≤ 10 and
|R−B| ≤ 10

(0, 0, 0) otherwise

HSV Filter: Next, we convert the original image to
HSV format. HSV is a colour in which the colour val-
ues are considered in one channel only which is good
for outdoor images. The hue is commonly called color
(mainly red, yellow, green, cyan, blue or magenta). Sat-
uration refers to the intensity of the color between gray
(low saturation or unsaturation) and pure color (high
saturation). The value corresponds to the brightness of
the color, between black (low value) and average sat-
uration (maximum value). Images containing smoke
generally have a low saturation value and that is used
to further classify the images as smoke or not smoke.

PixelV alue =


(255, 255, 255) if 0 ≤ h ≤ 179 and

0 ≤ s ≤ 50 and
0 ≤ v ≤ 255

(0, 0, 0) otherwise

3.4 Convolutional Neural Network

The Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) is a deep
learning approach inspired by the visual processing
mechanism in living organisms. It is commonly em-
ployed due to its effectiveness in various studies, in-
cluding motion detection, image classification, and ob-
ject detection in images. The key advantage lies in its
ability to generate a comprehensive feature map using
the raw image. Typically, a CNN consists of three main
layers: convolutional, pooling, and fully connected lay-
ers. The Convolution layer extracts features from the
input. The pooling layer is responsible for reducing
the size of the extracted feature maps. After under-
going multiple convolution and pooling stages, image
features are flattened in the flatten layer and then for-
warded to the fully connected layer, which exhibits a
neural network structure. Classification tasks are car-
ried out within this layer. The CNN architectures for
both fire and smoke smodel are shown in Figures 3 and
4 respectively.

4 Experiments
4.1 Benchmark Datasets

In the experiments, we adopt two widely used datasets
VisiFire [7] and FireSense [16] for validation of fire and
smoke detection.
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Figure 3: CNN for Fire Detection Module

Figure 4: CNN for Smoke Detection Module

• VisiFire : The dataset for fire detection comprises
of 15 videos, encompassing 13 videos featuring
fires and 2 videos without fire. Among the fire
videos, 7 depict forest fires, while the remaining
6 showcase outdoor fires.The dataset for smoke
detection comprises of 21 videos, consisting of
10 videos featuring smoke and 11 videos without
smoke.

• FireSense: The dataset for fire detection comprises
27 videos, encompassing 11 videos featuring fires
and 16 videos without fire. Among the fire videos,
there are 6 outdoor fire videos, 1 forest fire video,
and 4 indoor fire videos. It contains 13 positive
videos and 9 negative videos for smoke detection.
The dataset for smoke detection consists of 22
videos, with 13 videos containing smoke scenar-
ios and 9 videos without smoke.

4.2 Evaluation metrics

For the whole fire and smoke detection model, a result
of fire or non-fire, smoke or non-smoke frame would
be identified. Sensitivity is adopted here to reflect the
ability that a method could identify fire video. Speci-
ficity here indicates the ability a model could exclude
non-fire video. ACC shows the ratio of correctly iden-
tified frames to the total number of frames of a video.
F-measure denotes the weighted harmonic average of
Precision and Recall, and can give a more objective
assessment results when Precision and Recall conflict.
AUC provides a concise way to assess the discrimina-
tory ability of the binary classification model, giving
a single number that reflects its overall performance
across different decision thresholds. Two-class confu-
sion matrix is shown in Table 1.

True Class

Negative Positive
Pr

ed
ic

te
d

C
la

ss Negative TN FN

Positive FP TP

Table 1: Two-class confusion matrix

Performance metrics are calculated using the val-
ues on the confusion matrix. The formulas required to
calculate the performance metrics used in the study are
given in Table 2.

4.3 Implementation Details

In this section, the effectiveness and efficiency of the
proposed framework are assessed. All experiments are
conducted on the following hardware platform: Apple
M1 Pro CPU (8 cores), 16GB RAM, and Apple M1
Pro built-in GPU. The software stack comprises Python
3.9.6, Jupyter Notebook 6.5.2, NumPy 1.23.2, Tensor-
Flow 2.10.10, and OpenCV 4.5.0.
The CNN models were trained on datasets compris-
ing numerous videos sourced from diverse online plat-
forms. The training dataset for fire consists of a total of
2,120 images, with 1,552 depicting fire scenarios and
568 featuring non-fire contexts. The training dataset
for smoke consists of 447 images, with 300 depict-
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ABBREVIATION FORMULA

ACC (Accuracy) ACC = TP+TN
TP+TN+FP+FN

FSC (F-1 Score) FSC = 2 ∗ PRE∗RCL
PRE+RCL

PRE (Precision) PRE = TP
TP+FP

RCL (Recall) RCL = TP
TP+FN

FPR (False Positive Rate) FPR = FP
FP+TN

FNR (False Negative Rate) FNR = FN
FN+TP

Table 2: Performance Metrics

ing smoke regions and 147 featuring non-smoke con-
texts. Subsequently, we evaluated the framework’s per-
formance using two well-known datasets, namely Visi-
Fire and FireSense. The VisiFire dataset comprises 535
fire images, 38 non-fire images, 274 smoke images and
50 non-smoke images, while the FireSense dataset con-
sists of 414 fire images, 504 non-fire images, 480 smoke
images and 132 non-smoke images.

5 Results and Discussions

5.1 Detection of flame and smoke motion with mo-
tion detection

The flames of a fire and clouds of smoke are consis-
tently in motion, making the mobility characteristic of
the flames and smoke a valuable element in the stages
of fire and smoke detection. By analyzing a video, the
motion of the flames and smoke clouds is identified, and
the areas in which movement occurs are highlighted.
Figures 5 and 6 shows images after motion detection.

5.2 Extraction of the fire and smoke region from
the image with image processing

Various filters were applied sequentially on the image
in order to extract the fire and smoke region from the
image.The sample images used in the experiments and
the fire and smoke zones extracted as a result of the
filters applied are shown in Figures 5 and 6.

5.3 Detecting the presence of fire and smoke with
CNN

Details regarding the existence of fire and smoke within
the images can be obtained through the implementation
of CNN model. During the training phase of the CNN
model, a dataset comprising 1,552 images depicting a

Figure 5: Examples of highlighting flame region from images (a)
Input images (b) Threshold image after motion detection (c) Motion
pixels highlighted (d) Thresholded image after colour based segmen-
tation (e) Segmented pixels highlighted in original image (f) Final
preprocessed image

Figure 6: Examples of highlighting smoke region from images(a)
original image (b) grayscale image after motion detection (c) Thresh-
olded image after colour based segmentation (d) Final preprocessed
image

fire zone and 568 images without a fire zone was uti-
lized. Testing of the trained model was done on VisiFire
and FireSense datasets. Confusion matrices of both the
datasets for fire detection are shown in Tables 3 and 4.
Confusion matrices of both the datasets for smoke de-
tection are shown in Tables 5 and 6 respectively.

Various Performance Metrics such as Accuracy
(Acc), F - 1 score, False Positive Rate(FPR) and False
Negative Rate(FNR) of fire and smoke detection mod-
els for two popular datasets : VisiFire and FireSense are
shown in Tables 7 and 8.
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True Class

Non - Fire Fire

Pr
ed

ic
te

d
C

la
ss Non - Fire 38 0

Fire 1 535

Table 3: VisiFire confusion matrix for Fire Detection Model

True Class

Non - Fire Fire

Pr
ed

ic
te

d
C

la
ss Non - Fire 504 2

Fire 5 414

Table 4: FireSense confusion matrix for Fire Detection Model

True Class

Non-Smoke Smoke

Pr
ed

ic
te

d
C

la
ss Non-Smoke 25 11

Smoke 1 287

Table 5: VisiFire confusion matrix for Smoke Detection Model

Some examples of images classified correctly and
incorrectly by the fire and smoke detection models are
shown in Figures 7 and 8 respectively.

Graphs depicting Fire and smoke model history on
accuracy on the datasets, AUC curve history for both

True Class

Non-Smoke Smoke

Pr
ed

ic
te

d
C

la
ss Non-Smoke 97 2

Smoke 2 511

Table 6: FireSense confusion matrix for Smoke Detection Model

Accuracy F-1 Score FPR FNR

VisiFire 99.83 99.91 2.56 0
FireSense 99.24 99.16 0.98 0.48

Table 7: Performance metrics of fire detection model on datasets

the models and Loss degradation history on fire and
smoke models are shown in 9, 10 and 11 respectively.

5.4 Calculating percentage of fire and smoke

The final preprocessed image, obtained after the appli-
cation of advanced image processing and motion de-
tection techniques on the video frame, is subsequently
utilized to calculate the percentage of fire and smoke
present within the image. The model also classifies
the intensity of fire and smoke as either increasing, de-
creasing, or constant. This classification is achieved by
conducting a comparative analysis between the current
frame and previous frames of the video, thereby en-
abling a dynamic assessment of the situation. The re-
sults of this analysis are systematically presented in Ta-
ble 9, which showcases various frames of videos along-
side their corresponding percentages for fire and smoke,
as well as the fire and smoke intensity classifications.
Such detailed analysis allows for a comprehensive un-
derstanding of the behaviour and progression of fire and
smoke over time, facilitating more effective monitoring
and response strategies.

Accuracy F-1 Score FPR FNR

VisiFire 96.14 96.94 3.84 3.69
FireSense 96.47 96.55 2.02 0.41

Table 8: Performance metrics of smoke detection model on datasets
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Frames % of fire class of fire % of smoke class of
smoke

5.38 original frame 0.53 original frame

5.72 constant 0.56 constant

15.26 increasing 0.71 increasing

2.51 decreasing 0.23 decreasing

2.65 original frame 2.77 original frame

13.59 increasing 27.88 increasing

14.84 constant 33.91 increasing

7.53 decreasing 19.05 decreasing

Table 9: Table depicting percentage and class of frames
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Figure 7: (a) Examples of images correctly classified as fire, (b) Ex-
amples of images incorrectly classified as no fire

Figure 8: (a) Examples of images correctly classified as smoke, (b)
Examples of images incorrectly classified as no smoke

Figure 9: Testing Acc on (a)VisiFire (b)FireSense

6 Conclusions

This paper proposes a model for fire and smoke de-
tection in videos through three methods. The first
method assesses the mobility of fire and smoke us-
ing motion characteristics, but it proved insufficient
alone. The second method applies image process-
ing algorithms, utilizing RGB, HSV, and YCbCr fil-

Figure 10: Testing AUC on (a)VisiFire (b)FireSense

Figure 11: Testing Loss on (a)VisiFire (b)FireSense

ters for color-based isolation. Recognizing the need for
multiple algorithms, a three-stage detection framework
is proposed.The pivotal stage involves a CNN model
trained on a web-sourced dataset, achieving high clas-
sification success rates for fire and smoke. The model
classifies the intensity changes in a video, aiding timely
fire management decisions.The model calculates the
percentage of fire or smoke in real time. Overall, the
three-method framework demonstrates satisfactory suc-
cess and has the potential to enhance early fire detection
and integration into automated extinguishing systems,
with further improvements possible through dataset en-
hancement.
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